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THE McDONOUGH TRANSMITTER
James W. McDonough of Chicago, IL had the little-known distinction of being the only inventor
to de-throne Alexander Bell as the original inventor of the telephone. McDonough was a well-to-do
furniture manufacturer of whose hobby, since 1867, had been experimenting with electrically produced sound. His "sound reproducer" was noting more than an electromagnet
positioned close to an
. on disc attached to a flexible membrane. It differed little from the electro-magnetic
receivers used
many of the early experimenters.
__ ,\lot content with just producing sound electrically, for years he had pondered the possibility of
sending the human voice over a telegraph wire. By 1875 he had created a device that he claimed
would do just that. He called it the Teleloge, and on April 10, 1876 applied for a patent. But unlike
Alexander Bell, who could get patents issued in just two or three weeks, McDonough's
application
would be mired down in Patent Office hearings, interference actions and general red tape for over
eight years.
The main problem with McDonough's application was not the receiver, but his transmitter. Although
physically different from Reis' transmitter, in principle it was virtually identical. And if that wasn't
enough, McDonough made the same mistake Reis did when he referred to it as a "circuit breaker,"
an instrument that would make and break the circuit - or so he thought. Like Reis, McDonough had
not yet heard of the microphone mode. And also like Reis, McDonough's make and break explanation would prove just as fatal.
McDonough's
patent application eventually became embroiled in interference actions with other
telephone inventors, including Bell and Elisha Gray. An interference occurs when two or more inventors lay claim to essentially the same invention. When this happened, the matter was turned over
to the Examiner of Interferences, whose task it was to determine, with hearings and testimony, who
first conceived the invention. In the United States, in interference actions, the patent goes to the
inventor who can prove priority of conception, not necessarily to the one who was first to file.
Although McDonough's transmitter
was'deemed non-functional for the same reason as was Reis',
despite testimony to the contrary, the receiver portion of his application was declared to have been
conceived prior to that in Bell's famous patent. In essence, McDonough was now the original inventor of the telephone. This was not only a blow to Bell's ego, but a serious threat to the Bell Telephone
Co.'s patent-based monopoly. They immediately appealed this devastating decision to the examinersin-chief, the next highest level of appeals, who eventually reversed the previous ruling. Retaliating,
McDonough took his case directly to the court of last resort, Commissioner of Patents Benjamin
Butterworth, hoping to have the previous ruling reinstated. But Butterworth
sustained the decision
of the examiners-in-chief,
and the Bell Telephone Company breathed a sigh of relief.

A.T.C.A. ELECTION RESULTS
PRESIDENT
James Stettler (288 Votes) • Carla Garner (170 Votes)
VICE-PRESIDENT
John Stambaugh (234 Votes) • Vern Potter (214 Votes)
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Barry Huckeby (249 Votes) • Jeff Brown (242 Votes)
Roy Basci (206 Votes) • Joe White (193 Votes)

The
McUonough
Trarsmitter

THE FIRST
ROUND-THE-WORLD
PHONE CALL
lpril 25, 1935. At 9:30 in the morning,
AThT president Walter S. Gifford placed
a cal to his vice president, T.G. Miller, from
corrnany headquarters
in New York City.
Tie call was routed by underground
and
aerijl wires.via San.Francisco
to the shortwavi transmitter
at Dixon, California,
when it was amplified and hurled 9,000
miles across the Pacific Ocean to Java. A
secont short-wave radio circuit took the call
7,000 miles to Amsterdam. Then land wires
and linderground cables sped it across the
Nortr Sea to London and on to the radio
statim at Rugby, England.
From there,
s~or~Nave zap~ed the call across the Atlantic Oean to Netcong, New Jersey, from
when.s a cable took it back to the AT&T
LongDistance
Bililding. A quarter of a second after Giffor<f\r.laced the 23,000'mile
globscircling call, Miller's phone rang ...
abou150 feet away, i~ the next office. What
a wty to celebr~te
AT&T's
50th
annivirsary!
\
Visit:"Cyber
Telephone Museum"
httP:/www.museumph~es.com

MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com
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NEW MEMBERS
CHARLES AMMONS, No. 4021
6152 Crestview Dr.
Covington, GA 30014
Tel: (770) 633-3973
JOHN SANFORD, No. 4022
149 Mechanic St.
Clyde, OH 43410
Tel: (419) 547-6351
FLO CROSS, No. 4023
15 Lakeview Terrace
Montville, NJ 07045
Tel: (973) 334-4823
MARC ZIEGLER, No. 4024
79 Jacksonville Rd.
Towaco, NJ 07082
Tel: (973) 263-1923
JIM EDDY, No. 4025
30415 Elm Street
Lindstrom, MN 55045
Tel: (651) 257-4081
SHERWOOD WINKEL, No.40Q6.
5523 N. Nashville Ave.
Chicago, IL 60656
Tel: (773) 631-7532
GLENN WILDMAN, No. 4027
4815 Redwood Retreat Rd.
Gilroy, CA 95020
Tel: (408) 842·3962

ADDRESS CHANGES
LAWRENCE GOLUB, No. 3349
102 Wild Plum Lane
Longwood, FL 32779
R. ERIC NELSON, No. 2625
2428 S. Utica Ave.
Tulsa, OK 74114
TOM GUENIN, No. 971
397 Park Ave., Apt. 212F
Chardon, OH 44024
Tel: (440) 285-4931
E-mail: tterapin@lightstream.net
FOR SALE (Plus Postage)
Kellogg transmitters in black, $25 ea.

MEMBER UPDATE Ir-----------

TELEPHONE SIGN REVIEW
by Alan Colburn
I hope the holidays were good to everyone
and let's hope we all find that telephone or part
or sign we need to complete our collections.
We'll start 2003 off with a very old sign from
the Delaware and Atlantic Telegraph and
Telephone Co. This sign dates from between
1899 and 1908. Remember, after 1908 the
words "Bell System" were added to all of
AT&T's advertising, including signs.
This sign is about 18"x22" in size and is
double-sided. It once had a frame around- it
with which to hang it up. This would explain
why there are no mounting holes anywhere on
the sign.
Any sign from Delaware and Atlantic is very
hard to find and this is no exception. It also
comes with a flange and I'm sure there are different sizes of it to be had.
Keep on lookng for those signs and you may
finda'very rare one indeed.
Good Collecting,
Alan

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

WALLY TUBBS
Tel: (402) 423-4716
E-mail: dt44829@a1ltel.net
WANTED
Original WE nick~l7-digit beveled transmtter

JANUARY 2003

Colburn,

561-642-7775

TELEPHONE SHOW

The annual Southern California Telepjhone Show'willoccur on Saturday, MARCH 1, in Placentia,
CA, at the same venue. Postcards will be sent to all known ATCA and TCI members in California, Arizona, and Oregon. The time is 8:00 AM to NOON.
The show was held last February and was well-attended. Hope you will put this on your 2003
Calendar!
Once again, the number of tables is limited to about 25 and they are always sold out before
the show. Cost of a table is $10. All table reservations must be accompanied by cash or check
and sent directly to me. Thanks!
Gary Goff
3805 Spurr Circle, Brea, CA 92823
D (2)Black Northern Electric marked cup and
transmitter
D (3) Early marked WE nickel
back cup with grommet 0 (4) Original WE
large knurled thumbnut, bolt, and washer set
up.

LARRY SALTER, No. 3775
1605 9th St. NW
ERIC HARDING, No. 3490
__ ,~ __ Clinton,..IA52732 _,
'Fer: (5D6)-632-889-5
Tel: (563) 242-6070 or (800) 527-7549
E-mail: eharding@nbnet.nb.ca
WANTED
WANTED
41A or 43A dial mount for a G (211, 212, Space
Kellogg dial stick that will hold the early narkSaver) mounting
0 Cover for a 684
ed Kellogg 4F dial. I have the dial. It i~,the
subset D 684? Subset (the newer type with
same base as the Kellogg dial Grab-A-Phone.
a 101A inductor).
BOB CLARK, No. 692
Tel: (508) 996-8357
E-mail: Anteltruck@aol.com
WANTED
139A backboard made of cast iron for horzontal mounting of payphones. 0 Any pictires
of Studebaker I&R Telephone vehicles' 0
New England Tel. & Tel. safety posters .hat
were placed on the rear doors of I&R vehcles
in the 30's through early 50's. Thanks!

+-;

WILLIAM SAMEK, No. 2282
7241 S.W. 63-Avenue, #203-C
Miami, FL 33143
Tel. & FAX: (305) 552-5000
Cell.: (786) 390-4988
E-mail: Samek@msn.com
WANTED
Potbelly or tapered-shaft candlestick phones
or coffin phone [] Also buying early electric
motors or fans.

MIKE DAVIS, No. 2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756-2623
Tel: (516) 735-9765 (after 5 PM please)
E-mail: mvtel@optonline.net
www.geocities.com/mikesvintagetelephone
WANTED
WE 35A dial mount. This is a dial mount that
is used ~ angle adial !o..Qneside or the g.1beL.,,
It's not a switchboard mount LI .w.~
dial ['I American Bell longpole ['I Blue
302 U Old payphones and parts [I Gray
50A payphone LI Gray and Western Electric
5-cent coin collectors 0 Western Electric
touchtone 3-slot payphones.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Verizon phone booth sign, with the red check,
$20 0 WE beige 701 Princess phone, still
connected to the original ringer, $40 0 Blue
rotary 701 Princess phone, $40 0 Bakelite
WE "G" handset, $10 0 Bell System early
Princess phone key chains, whole set of (5)colors, NOS, $10 + $1 postage. No need to call,
I still have plenty 0 Bell Sys. marked 19.
green flashlight or lantern that holds (2)large
tele. batteries, has (2) large lenses and multiposition switch, $25 0 Old box with '21 Bell
on it, (contains ribbon) and marked "inked ribbon", $5 0 Coin boxes with lids for
payphones. They are functional and in good
condition. Short ones for 3-slots are $25 ea. and
tall ones for single slots are $15 ea.
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WORLD

BYGary Goff, #1425

T

his month's featured attachment is the TELOMIKE, yet another device to alter or modify
the caller's voice and or to improve the listening
quality for both the caller and the party called.
The TELa-MIKE is a threaded device and replaces the
standard mouthpiece on a deskstand. I have not seen
a TELa-MIKE for desksets (handsets). The device is
equipped with two buttons that independently operate
two carbon plungers (see photo) that apply pressure to
the transmitter diaphragm when either is pressed. When
this pressure is applied to the transmitter, it ceases to
function, cutting the listener off for as long as the button is depressed. The directions for use of the devise
state, "TO SPEAK PRIVATELY with someone in the
room, when you are using the telephone and not be
overheard by party on the other end of the wire, press
either button. This feature eliminates entirely any possibility of the party on the wire overhearing your private
conversation."
The instructions for using the device by the caller state, "When
using the telephone, if unable to hear, press convenient button
lightly. DO NOT press the button when you are talking. Pressing either button keeps every surrounding noise out of the receiver, clarifying the voice coming over the wire. TO SPEAK
CONFIDENTIALLY AND AMPLlFYYOUR OWN VOICE, you
need do nothing to accomplish this. The TELa-MIKE automatic patented construction exercises the unique effect of
taking a low whisper and delivering it at the other end of the
line in a clear tone. To not be overheard by anyone in your
presence, speak exceedingly low or whisper with your lips
about one inch from the TELa-MIKE."
The instructions further state "that the device will give you
many years of service and it is yours, so you should take it
with you when you move. If you have lost of misplaced the
mouthpiece it replaced, write us and we will send you another
free of charge." The box states that the device modernizes
the telephone with an up-to-date microphone, guaranteed to
retain its lustrous finish.
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EDUCATIONAL I~---------Western Electric TransDlitters
Solid Back Type early years 1892 - 1904
By Kevin Duck Copyright

a 2002

nvented
in 1890 by American Bell engineer Anthony
White, patented in 1892, the solid back transmitter
was standard Bell System equipment until its replace
ment by the capsule type transmitter of the 1930's.
This article covers the early years and deals more
with the transmitters outer appearance, rather than its internal components, electrical properties, and operation, which
are well documented in other publications. To describe the
different wall phone brackets that were used in conjunction
with, and as a part of the solid back transmitter is beyond
the scope of this article. Only the transmitter 'head' will be
discussed. There are 5 main parts that make up the transmitter 'head.' They are: Mouthpiece, Face (often referred
to as the faceplate), Case (often referred to as the cup or
back cup), Lug, and Clamping BoIt (often referred to as the
thumb wheel boIt). The Lug and Clamping Bolt would not
have been used on large wall phone brackets, but rather,
were used to attach the transmitter to desk stands and small
wall phones.

by Kevin Duck All rights reserved.

I

Mouthpiece
Made first of hard rubber and later with electrose composite material, two main types were in use during the period
1892 to 1904. The earlier type was open to the internal
transmitter diaphragm, while the latter type utilized a cover
with small holes to protect the diaphragm. Both types had
three equally spaced grooves in their sides where the exposed part of the screwed in mouthpiece met the transmitter faceplate. These grooves acted as an air exchange and
prevented the diaphragm from being misaligned by people
creating a vacuum with their lips while sucking on the
mouthpiece ... the very first mouthpieces "did not have these
grooves. The earlier type of mouthpiece has a thinner wall
than the latter type. NOTE: Mouthpieces made of porcelain and glass were also available in the early years of the
solid back transmitter, but to describe them is beyond the
scope of this article. The commonly seen Western Electric
mouthpiece that is marked with a little raised star in the center of the diaphragm protection cover, did not come about
until much later.

A.T.e.A. SPRING SHOW
The 2003 Show will be held on APRIL 4·5, 2003
AGNEDA:
Friday, April 4: 7:30 AM - Doors open for set-up; 11 AM - 1 PM
Lunch Served; 5·6:30 PM - Dinner Served; 6:45-8:45 PM - Auction
Saturday, April 5: 8:00 AM - Doors open for public

JANU ARY 2003

Early type mouthpiece - open to the diaphragm.

Face
In the years 1892 to 1904, there were two main types of
transmitter faces. The earlier beveled edge type was produced from the inception of the solid back transmitter
through at least 1904. Production of the latter non-beveled edge type began around the turn ofthe century. There
is a stepped rim around the threaded mouthpiece opening
of a beveled edge transmitter made in the 1890's. This
rim is not stepped in beveled edge transmitters that were
produced after the turn of the century. The latter nonbeveled faces have a rounded outer edge. These latter
faces also have a more gradual rise to, and no rim around,
the threaded mouthpiece opening. The majority of transmitters made during the period were non-insulated, in that
the transmitter and telephone body formed a part of the
circuit. In regards to the transmitter, the majority of telephones in the early 1890's were-of the local battery type.
By the end ofthe period, in 1904, common battery telephones were prevalent. In the beginning, a low resistance internal transmitter component was used for local
battery telephones. When the common battery transmitter was put into service, it used a high resistance component. These two types of components look very similar,
with the most noticeable difference being that the rod at
the back of the carbon chamber on the low resistance
unit is marked with the number 3, while that of the high
resistance unit is marked with the number 7. By the end
of the period, in 1904, high resistance transmitters were
being used on both local and common battery telephones,
with low resistance units being reserved for special applications. Correspondingly, there is an external marking difference on the transmitter face to denote low and high
resistance transmitters. Transmitters of the 1890's were
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marked with an individual serial number, plainly visible
below the mouthpiece opening. The earliest transmitters
had this serial number impressed directly into the face,
while all later transmitters carried the serial number on a
small tag that was attached to the face. Low resistance
units were marked with just the serial number, while high
resistance units had the addition of an asterisk on each
end of their serial numbers. At the turn of the century,
there began to appear face markings that denoted specific
code type, (229, 225, etc.), and property, (A.B.T.Co.,
Western Electric Company). Previously, code type and
property was not specified on the serial numbered transmitter faces. By the turn of the century, for both beveled
and non-beveled faces, most markings were preceded
and followed by the asterisks that denote a high resistance transmitter. NOTE: As these transmitters did not
utilize a case, faces of the mid 1890 's that were intended
for flush mounted use on small wood wall phones, carried
property and patent date markings in addition to the previously mentioned serial number. Property and patent date
information was normally found on the transmitter case.

Late 1890's face - note stepped mouthpiece opening rim
and lack of asterisks in serial number.

Turn of the century face -: note lack of stepped rim around
mouthpiece opening and presence of asterisks on each side
of the property mark.

Solid back transmitter - note the carbon chamber rod in the
center of the photo. These are marked with either a 3 to
denote low resistance, or a 7 to denote high resistance.

Case
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL PHONE SHOW
JANUARY 11, 2003 • 8:00 AM . 5:00 PM
Maitland Civic Center • 641 S..Maitiand Ave. • Maitland, FL
Registration is $5.00 • Registration w/1 Table is $25.00
Contact: Paul Mikula, (407) 365-4686
650 E. Chapman Ct., Oviedo, FL 32765
Special Note: This year's show will feature an auction/sale of the
collection of a long time ATCA Member - 25 various Wood
Wallphones, 30 Ringer Boxes, 16 Magnetos, 1 Payphone, 1 Federal
Switchboard, W.E. Sewing Machine, several Character Phones.

JANUARY 2003

Transmitter cases of the 1892 to 1904 period are found in
three main different types. The earliest transmitter case
was noticeably more shallow and streamlined in profile
than later transmitter cases. The walls of this transmitter
case are much thicker than those produced after 1900. This
first type of transmitter case can be further divided into an
early and later version, characterized only by a difference
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in patent markings. The earlier version carries dates of
1878 to 1892, while the latter carries dates of 1881 to 1892.
The second type of transmitter case of the 1892 to 1904
period, like it's predecessor, has walls that are much thicker
than those of later transmitter cases. However, this second
type of transmitter case differs in both shape and markings
to that of its predecessor. The second type of transmitter
case has the greater profile depth that is found in all later
types. This second transmitter case carries patent dates of
1885 to 1892. The third type of transmitter case found in
the period had the same profile of the second type, but the
walls were much thinner. This transmitter case carries
patent dates of 1889 to 1892. All three types of transmitter
case carried American Bell property marks. On the first
two transmitter case types, the patent date string was located to the outside of the property mark string. On the
third transmitter case type: the property mark string was
located to the outside of the patent date string.
All three transmitter case types utilized a wire hole that was
fitted with a grommet. This grommet came in both a knurled
and smooth style. NOTE:: There have been early transmitter cases found with various patent dates other than
those listed above, some as early as 1877. It is beyond the
scope of this article to discuss the many patents and patent
numbers covered by the various dates found on transmitter
cases.

11-----------

Late 1890's type 2 case, exhibiting patent dates of 1885 to
1892.

Lug
Three types of transmitter lug are found in the 1892 to
1904 period. The earlier type has a beveled edge around
the outside of the circular transmitter case contact plate.
The entire edge of this circular plate is smooth to the touch.
The second type of lug appeared at the turn of the century
and has a non-beveled, squared off, circular transmitter
case contact plate edge, which is also smooth to the touch.
The third type of lug, appearing after the turn of the century, is also non-beveled, however, it exhibits a different
laminated type manufacturing process that leaves its circular transmitter case contact plate with a rougher feel. In
addition to the three threaded transmitter case mounting
holes that each lug type possess, some of these lugs are
also found witha fu!lrtbJ1Ql~, andassociated screw, that
line up with the hole that is found in all transmitter cases.
This was used to connect a wire directly from the lug to
the bridge of the transmitter component. This was done, in
some instances, to facilitate better connection of the transmitter to the body of the telephone, as it was a part of the
non-insulated circuit.

Clamping Bolt
Second version of the first type of case, exhibiting patent
dates of 1881 to 1892 - note the earlier beveled lug.

2003 A.T.e.A. FALL SHOW
August 8-9, 2003 • Indianapolis Marriott
1-70 and Shadeland Ave. • Indianapolis, IN
Hotel Reservations: 317-352-1231 • $89 Single or Double
Table Reservations or Questions: John Huckeby

JANUARY 2003

There are two main types of clamping bolt found in the
1892 to 1904 period, with the most noticeable difference
being in the diameter of the knurled wheel nut. The larger
type was standard issue throughout the period, with the
smaller version making its appearance in 1904 or shortly
thereafter. The diameter of the earlier large wheel nut is 1
118inches, while that ofthe latter type is 1 inch. In general,
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ADVERTISEMENTS If----------the bolts associated with the earlier type are 118inch longer
than those of the latter type. The bolt-seating nipple was
most often manufactured with a pinching process. However, some of the earlier seating nipples were manufactured by placing a small pin into a hole drilled in the bolt.
The difference in the two types of bolt-seating nipple is
very noticeable. In most instances, the two washers that
are part of the clamping bolt assembly, are both keyed to
except the bolt-seating nipple. However, on earlier assemblies only one washer is keyed, with the washer that was
placed opposite the bolt-seating nipple having a perfectly
round hole. NOTE: There have been slight wheel nut width
differences identified in the earlier type, but all are found
with the characteristic Western Electric knurled cross hatch
pattern.

ROBERT O'CONNOR, No. 3797
122-B Sunset Rd., Montrose, NY 10548
Tel: (914) 245-3746
FOR TRADE
Original "Local and Long Distance" lampshade. No chips or cracks. Some
fading and rust stains. Looks like shade was used outdoors at some time.
Trade for a "Bell System" shade in nice condition.
DON WRIGHT, No. 3947
P.O. Box 821, Helen, GA 30545
Tel: (706) 878-1333 E-mail: wrightway@linkamerica.net
Website: www.oldtelephoneman.com
FOR SALE
Book entitled Just An Old Telephone Man. A 121-page handsomely
bound collection of stories and experiences primarily of Outside Plant.
If you are, or were ever, a telephone man or woman, they should bring
a chuckle or a smile. If you were not, they make you wish you had been.
2 for 1 offer to ATCA members: $11.95 for two copies, includes mailing.
ROBERT STERN
Tel: (212) 879-4144 E-mail: RGST60@AOL.com
FOR SALE
1950's, 550s Model, Bell Telephone/Western Electric 100-position Plug
Board in good working and looking condition, $600.
FRED COADY, No. 3973
60 Erindale Crescent, Brampton, Ontario L6W 1B5, CANADA
Tel: (905) 459-5263 Evmail: fred~awco@yahoo.ca
WANTED
I am searching for Northern Electric Telephone and Supplies catalogues,
T1 through T9. I am interested in buying, trading or borrowing D
Bulletins or product updates from Northern Electric and catalogues from
other Canadian telephone manufacturers. I am in the process of scanning the catalogues, which will then be available to everyone on CD-ROM.
If you can help me out in this project by lending me a catalogue I will
provide a copy of all (on CD-ROM) the catalogues that become available.

Earlier clamping bolt - note the bolt-seating nipple is of the
pin type and only one washer is keyed.

___

ED HIMMELWRIGHT, No. 3137
1166 Fishing Creek Rd., Mill Hall, PA 17751
Tel: (570) 726-6695 (6·9 PM EST)
FOR SALE
-JB"'.,tand
new stilLin factory boxes: 1543s - Stromberg Carlson (beige, dk.
green or white) . $15 ea. - (5) at $12 ea. - (8) at $10 ea. plus shipping).
WANTED
Stromberg Carlson cordboard & switchboard parts.
E-mail: Normstele@aol.com
WANTED
Would like to purchase or trade for a standard or Post & Co. top box.
Box has 2-bar mag. bolt hole left to right, large wheel drive, drank held
on to shaft with screw. Only need the mag. and ringer. Will trade a complete Davis and Watts 1879 top box w/battery boxes; or a S.H. Couch
Ness automatic phone or what do you need!
NORM MULVEY, No. 379

JEREMY WALTERS
121 Skyway Dr., Vallejo, CA 94591
Tel: (707) 554-1014 E-mail: jjwjr@ix.netcom.com
WANTED
Copies of manuals for the following: Seiscor model T84 G Telephone Test
Set (this is the one used by refurbishers); Ford Industries Code A Phone
440, Coade A Phone 770. I will gladly pay any copying and mailing costs.

JANUARY 2003

STEVE HILSZ, No. 22
P.O. Box 429, Salome, AZ 85348
Tel: (928) 859-3595 E·mail: jydsk@tds.net
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
Kellogg N OS receiver elements for the early #700, #900, #925 handsets,
sealed in military packages, with diaphragm, $1.50 ea. D Straight, dull
rubber WE handset cords for #302, $1.50 ea. D Cloth cord, 5V, feet
long, 2-conductor with spade lugs on one end and lineman's clips on the
other - $2 ea. D Your telephone dials repaired - $6 plus major parts
- most brands, domestic or foreign. Touchtone pads repaired (older analog
style only, 10 or 12-button WE equivalent), $5 ea.
RICK SOMERS
378 Bountiful Path, Redding, CA 96003
Tel: (530) 223-5348 (night) (530) 225-3015 (day)
E-mail: rick_somers@msn.com
WANTED
2GB or 2HB Western Electric dial in good condition for restoration of
AA1 telephone. Prefer to have with 132B faceplate D Want seamless
mouthpiece for E1 handset.
JON KOLGER, No. 561
6906 Meade Dr., Colleyville, TX 76034
Tel: (817) 329-5262
WANTED
I am looking for the following sets to fill vacancies in my collection. If
you have any of these phones and wish to sell them, please let me know:
Rose WE 302 non-dial with Rose dial blank; Blue WE 302 non-dial with
Blue dial blank; Blue WE 305 2-line set with turnkey; Rose WE 410 set
with ringer on/off turnkey; AE Type 40s in COLOR with matching COLORED dial blanks (or just the COLORED dial blanks). Thanks.
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1JOHN WILEY, No. 1116
6642 E. Vanguard St.
Mesa, AZ 85215
Tel: (480) 924-7062
FOR SALE (Plus Postage)
WE 100th Year (The Telephone Story),
24"x28" poster, 1876-1976,color, $25 0 WE
#653 hotel metal dial wallphone with F-l handle, $95 0 1930 Ericsson LME-35 desk set
with dial, $85 0 WE #211 Spacesaver dial
with F-l handle, $85 0 WE #29-B two-piece
porcelain station protector (pat. 1917),$10 0
WE #202 dial with F-l handle, $95 0 WE
twin beehive (no base), $5 0 WE round relay
cover with glass window, $10 0 Directory
binder with sleeve, green, $45 0 Central Office 9" Acme Midget stapler, $20 0 WE
#553-A lamp extractor tool, $15 0 WE
#518-C res. probe, 7", black, $10 0 Service
Awards Gift Program, $5 0 WE #98-A station protector (dated 1946), $10 0 1986
Breezewood, PA telephone directory, $2 0
WE #292-Aivory volume control for operator's
headset, $15 0 WE #5AH sub. register relay
(cover only), $2 0 WE switchboard-type
jacks, lamps, switches, and plugs, $5 ea. 0
lXB trouble tickets (dated 1977), $5 0 QWL
toss around, red, $5 0 WE #42-Aconn. block,
NOS, $5 0 66B4-3 push-on block, NOS,
$5 0 WE HA-l receiver in box, $5 0 WE
#227-D amplifier, $5 0 WE #128-A two-line
fuse block, NOS, $5 0 WE #11-A receiver
(chipped), $5 0 Bell System safety notebook
(dated 1964),$5 0 KS-6320 orange sticks (used). $2 ea.

relays. In working systems. As I remember it
was a small clipper that allowed you to get into the tight places and clip the Banjo wire. It
is possible that it was part of a kit (Western
Electric). Thank.
WALLY TUBBS, No.
Tel: (402) 423-4716
E-mail: dt44829@alltel.net
WANTED
Will pay cash for the following items needed
to complete a WE Type 21 candlestick: (1)WE
7-digit beveled transmitter in nickel; (2) WE
transmitter cup in nickel with the grommet,
and (3)WE large knurled nut, bolt, and washer
assembly.

The above phone is a reproduction of a 1927
phone with push-button instead of dial. A
beautiful piece of work.

NORM MULVEY, No. 379
E-mail: Normstele@AOL.COM
WANTED
Would like to purchase or trade for a standard
or Post & Co. top box. Box has 2-bar mag. bolt
hole left to right, large wheel drive, drank held
on to the shaft with a screw. Only need the mag
and ringer. I will trade a complete Davis and
Watts 1879 top box, WE battery boxes, or S.H.
Couch Ness automatic phone or ... what do
you need?
DA VE MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034-1815
Tel: (215) 628-9490
FOR SALE
Metal push cart (pictured below) with pull handle and two-size wheels. Under the top tray are
racks to hold 3 reels of wire, and on the side
are 6 holes for the wire to come out of the cart.
Painted gray, with (CO9412 ED 9059570 GR3)
painted on the top edge, $50 0 North rectangular desk dial phone, black plastic, 300 vintage, with the following markings in the plastic
case in rear: TP6A Sg Corp US Army 6511
Phila 51 - $75 0 Gray metal case with lid
containing a 72A frequency meter, J64072A
Western Electric, and it appears to work,
without test leads, $60 0 Keystone dial
candlestick phone marked only on the
transmitter and the porcelain dial center. No
Keystone shape cut out in the hook, 2 extra
holes in the bottom plate, missing the coil in
the base, 2 dial holes in the base from a later
dial. d chipped off Broad on the dial ring,
$350 0 Oak box, about 24"x4"x6" containing what looks like one tube and 3 relays, with
32 holes containing what looks like 26 turn or
pop-out fuses. On the side is an amphenol plug.

JAMES A. GOODWIN, No. 554
1438 Fawnvalley Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63131
Tel: (314) 822-8138
Visit our website at:
http://sidberry.home.att.net
FOR SALE
My entire collecton of several hundred
phones including candlesticks, single-box,
double-box, three-box, and fiddlebacks. All
in both rare and common models. Pictures
of many of these phones can be seen on our
website -at the address shown above.
WARRON POWERS, No. 1897
1121 Kempsville Rd.
Norfolk, VA 23502
Tel: (757) 461-7059
WANTED
Base (bottom) for a 202 Western Electric
telephone.

GEORGE ESTABROOK, No. 1524
Tel: (925) 294-8414
E-mail: GVEstab@aol.com
WANTED
A special tool for cutting BANJO wire on No.
5 crossbar. I don't know the KS or R number.
It was used when installing multi-contact
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